Tech crews face tough competition

By Harry Dub

It's been a long winter for Tech's crews. However, their commitment, along with the heavy

weighting of the oarsmen and the water conditions, have been working hard towards the day the ice would break and the crews would be able to launch.

The "tank" at Pierce Boathouse, has been rowing every weekday from three until past seven. The deep thrumming of the crew's voices, all coming together in unison, is a familiar sound to many.

Running stairs

In addition to the above, both squads have taken up new activities to improve their strength and running. These include, steady, well-paced runs every weekday from three until past seven. The deep thrumming of the crew's voices, all coming together in unison, is a familiar sound to many.

However, all this work has been just a preparation for the day when the squids could get out and open water. Up until a few days ago though, open water on the Charles has been too scarce because of the ice or too plentiful-because of the deep thrumming of the tank's generator at Pierce Boathouse.
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